A new phenomenon was also discovered by Brady and Mrs Huff. If benzene is added to a clear aqueous solution of dodecylamine hydrochloride, the solution remains clear until it is apparently saturated with benzene; then it becomes turbid. Surprisingly, further addition of benzene clears the solution again until it is finally saturated. These two zones of clarity exist only in the neighbourhood of room temperature and not above about 35° C. The behaviour of a plane shock, of any strength, travelling along a wall, when it reaches a corner where the wall turns through a small angle 8, is investigated mathematically by use of a linearized theory of anisentropic flow ( § § 2 to 5). At a convex corner pure diffraction occurs; at a concave comer Mach reflexion ( §8). The shape of the shock ( §6) and the pressure distribution over the wall ( §7) are calculated for a variety of shock Mach numbers from 1 to oo. The connexion, for weak shocks, with acoustic theory, is displayed ( §9). The work will be used in later parts to assist in a hypothetical description of the flow when 8 is not small.
Let a plane shock of any strength move uniformly into still air, which is bounded by a plane wall perpendicular to the shock. Suppose th at at a certain line (parallel to the shock) this wall joins another plane wall so th at the two form a corner convex to the flow, of angle say t t -S. When the shock reaches this line it will be diffracted and thereafter will not be plane, being weaker near the wall than elsewhere. In using mathematical physics to predict what will happen, viscous stresses and conduction of heat can reasonably be neglected, since neither will have time to produce sub stantial effects during the extremely rapid passage of the shock. In consequence the only physical constants defining the problem will be U, the original shock velocity p0 and p0, the pressure and density in still air, and 8. Since these cannot be combined to produce a fundamental length-or time-scale, it follows that while, in this twodimensional problem, each physical quantity is a function of the two space co ordinates X, Y (with the comer as origin) and the time t, these variables can only occur therein in the combinations Xjt and Yft. In this part it will be assumed th at 8, and hence also the variations in velocity and pressure behind the shock, are small. By taking 8 negative the behaviour of the shock at a concave comer can also be studied. Previous work has been confined to the case of a weak shock (Sommerfeld 1901) .
M a t h e m a t ic a l f o r m u l a t io n
Let the velocity, pressure, and density behind the shock before it reaches the corner, be qx, p1 and px; then by conservation of mass, momentum and energy the shock,
Pi(U-qi)=PoU,
Pou<
assuming that air is a perfect gas with adiabatic index y 1-4 (so that l/(y -1) = §), which is a reasonable approximation in this problem for shock pressure ratios up to about 30 (for values in excess of which the problem is of much smaller practical importance).
Equations (1) solved for qx, px, px give = f t -W C -M I , A -«*>"/( 1 + P ) .
where a0 = (7p0/5/>0)* is the velocity of sound in still air. Let M be the Mach number of the shock, U/ a0, which must exceed unity, and let -qjax be the Mach num of the uniform flow behind the shock, so that 
Then this flow is supersonic (Mi > 1) when M > (7 + ^(34))* 3~* sonic when M < 2-068...; these cases will frequently need to be distinguished as the 'supersonic case' and the 'subsonic case'.
After diffraction let the velocity, pressure, density and entropy at any point be q2, p2, p2, s2. Choose (X, Y) axes with origin at the comer and X-axis along the original wall produced. If D/Dt = djdt + q2. V signifies time-rate-of-change for a given fluid element, the equations of conservation of mass and momentum can be written
and if there is no heat transfer between fluid elements by friction conduction or radiation the entropy will satisfy DsJDt = 0.
On the assumption that q2, p2, p2 differ only by small quant (qx, 0), px, px which they had before diffraction, the equations of motion can be approximated as 0, 90s dt + ? l 2 V + r Vl )2 o, ds9 dSa dt+qidX
0q2 1 dx
The entropy and density variations can now be eliminated from the entire problem, since by virtue of the last equation dp2ldt+qxdp be replac / 0Pi\ (dptdpA dV*\ +qxdX)+qidXJ'
owing to the thermodynamic principle th at density is a function of pressure and of entropy alone. If now the transformations X -q xt Y_ axt
be made, and the fact, shown in § 1, -that u, v, p depend only on x and y, be used, then the first two equations of (5) become dp dp XTx+ y dy du dv dx^ dy' xdi + y d-y dp dv dv _ dp dx' Xdx^^dy dy' * A word is necessary on the position of fhe axes for which the equations of motion take the simple form (8). The origin is a t a point on the original wall produced. The part of the shock which is still straight lies along a fixed line
The corner is at ( -Mx, 0). The conditions at a point immediately behind the diffracted shock will depend on the local velocity of the shock normal to itself; they will be given by the right-hand sides of equation (2) if Ub e replaced therein by this velocity, the direction behind the shock being normal to it. Now in the (X, Y) system of co-ordinates each point on the shock moves with velocity vector (Xjt, YIt), since the whole field suffers a uniform expansion in time about the corner. Hence the velocity of the shock normal to itself at any point is h, where th is the vector perpendicular drawn from the corner to the tangent to the shock at that point. In terms of h the boundary conditions at the shock are P2 ~ ePoi^1 ,2 ~Jao)'
Let the equation of the shock in the new co-ordinates be = k+f(y), then will presumably be uniformly small if 8 is small. On this assumption of a nearly straight shock th^(X-YdX/dY,-XdX/dY);
but X = axtx + qxt Ut + axtf(y) and Y -axty\ hence h can be taken as
Hence, combining (7), (10) and (12), the approximate shock boundary condition is deduced that, on x = k,
Conversely, if equations (14) hold, there is a function/(y) satisfying (13); hence equations (14) may be taken as the complete shock boundary condition. The problem is now reduced to mathematical terms. The equations (8) must be solved under the boundary conditions that, on -0, = -for x> -Mr and 0 for x < -Mx\ that on x = ke quations (14) hold, and that between the uniform flow and the disturbed flow 0.
Elimination of u and v
Now equations (8) occur also in a problem which recently has received much atten tion, following Busemann (1943) . This is that of steady supersonic flow, in which departures from uniformity are small, entropy variations are neglected, and the velocities are constant on all straight lines through the origin (the so-called conefield problem). If here u, v are the disturbance velocities in the x, y directions (perpendicular to the main stream), where x, y and also p, the pressure, are suitably altered in scale, then equations (8) hold, together (however) with the condition of irrotationality dv/dx = du/dy which is absent in the problem of § 2.
An immediate consequence of equations (8) is that = ( * ! + » ! ; + i ) ( * ! + y | ) .
a second-order equation in p. When the condition of irrotationality holds, the same equation is satisfied by u and by v. But in its absence u and v satisfy third-order equations. This indicates that the present problem should be solved in terms of p alone (which in any case is the most interesting variable), by eliminating u and v. As Busemann observed, equation (16) is hyperbolic for x2 + y2> l and elliptic for x2 + y2 < 1; its characteristics are all the tangents to the circle 1; no other lipe, except an arc of the circle itself, can be part of a boundary between a region where some solution of (16) is constant and one where it is not. It is reasonable to assume that the region of non-uniform flow (behind the shock) is the smallest region consistent with this fact and with the fact that the comer is either inside it or on its boundary. This means that in the subsonic case (when the comer ( -Mv 0) is inside the unit circle) this boundary is an arc of the circle, and th at in the supersonic case it is the tangent from the corner to the circle plus an arc of the circle. (We shall find th at this hypothesis yields a solution; had it not, it would have been necessary to allow a larger disturbed region.)
On the X-axis vi s a step-function, and dvjdx -0 except at the comer w does not exist; also y -0; hence by (8) dpjdy = 0. On the part of the circle x2 + y2 -1 with 0 and x < k, in (when this constitutes the whole 'third boundary') = 0 ; but in the supersonic case this is only true beyond the point of contact of the tangent from ( -Mv 0), i.e. for x> -M i1. In the region between the tangent and the circle disturbances are pro pagated along characteristics; but the only disturbance is a concentrated one emanating from the comer; hence the flow in this region is a uniform one parallel to the wall, separated from the previous uniform flow by a discontinuous expansion, which is of course the approximation given by the linearized theory to a PrandtlMeyer expansion. (Steady flow obtains in this region; the only 'unsteadiness' associated with the region is the fact that It is constantly growing.) Hence on the unit circle, for x< -M^1, the pressure has the value given by a linear approximation to the Prandtl-Meyer expansion at the comer, i.e. p2 = 1)~*, or
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Thus the boundary values of p on the circle are discontinuous in the supersonic case. The corresponding property in the subsonic case is that, at the comer (x = -Mx), though (dpldy)yaQ = 0 on both sides,
using equations (8) and the fact th at v increases by -at the comer. From the shock boundary conditions (14) and equations (8) only one condition on p can be deduced, namely, that 01 on xk. (The intermediate step is that both sides are equal to dp/dx -yduldy + kdvldy.)
No other differential condition is independent of (19) when taken together with (16). However, it is necessary th at v = -8 along the shock from the wall to where it becomes straight) JS* ■ /?* "* ■ < 2o>
When p has been obtained, u and v will be deducible from the second and third of equations (8), which specify their rate of change along radii vectores, starting from their values on the shock, which are deducible from those of p, and their values on the unit circle, which are known to be zero (except on part of it, in the supersonic case, when they are given by the linearized theory of the Prandtl-Meyer expansion). Since v = -8 at points of the wall on both sides of the origin (by conditions (17), (18) and (20)) and is constant on the two radii vectores with 0, this boundary con dition must be satisfied all along the wall. At 0 both u and v (but not p) are discontinuous, being different on the different radii vectores. But this implies no physical difficulty, since the acceleration of a fluid element, -^(xdujdx + ydujdy^dvldx + ydvjdy), is finite. This is because the motion of the element in the reduced plane (x, y) is proportional to the vector -(x, y). More difficult is the fact that if (as will appear for all values of M) d p / d x 4= 0 at x = y by (8) (though the acceleration will still be finite); this conflicts with the assumption of small perturbations. However, such a logarithmic infinity occurs in some other ' cone-field ' problems, and also in simpler problems treated by the linearized theory where the solution is known to be correct elsewhere and to possess a finite peak corresponding to the logarithmic infinity. The pressure will be found to be bounded (except at the corner in the subsonic case, which is also well-authenticated in other problems), and this is a strong indication of correct approximation of the truth.
The boundary conditions appropriate to equation (16) for p are now complete in the domain x2 + y2 < 1, y > 0, x > k ; in this domain it is elliptic, how it can be transformed into Laplace's equation.
Busemann's transformation
In polar co-ordinates with x = rc os#, y = rsin/9, equatio d2 p 1 dp 1 d2 p d^ + rdr+ r*d02\ r 0r +1|) v and with p = [1 -(1 -r2)*]/r this becomes Laplace's equation
in (p, 0) as polar co-ordinates; while the circle 1 becomes the circle 1, since p increases from 0 to 1 monotonically as r does so. Further, = 2p/(l +p2), so that the line xk becomes an arc of the circle 2p cos6 = cutting = 1 ortho gonally at cos/9 = k.
The shock boundary condition (19) is transformed into the new co-ordinates by use of the relation dpldx _ (dp/dr) cot 6 + dp/rdd _ (rp^dpjdr) (dp/dp) cot 6 + dpjp d6 dpjdy dpjdr + (dpjrdd) cot 6 (rp.-1 + cot
But if dn and ds are elements normal and tangential to the circular arc
respectively towards its centre and away from the line 0 -0, and (j) is the acute angle made by the arc with the radius vector, then d p j d p _ (dp jds) cot (ft + dp/pdd dp/ds (dp/dn) cot0 ' Hence dpldx [(rp-1 dp I dr) cot < }> cot 6-1] (dpjds) -f [(rp^dp/dr) cot 0 + cot 0 ] (dpjdn) dp/dy [(rp~r dpjdr) cot(j) + cot & ] ( dp/ds) + [(rp^dpjdr (25) But rp~xdp\dr -(1 + p2) (1 -p2), and on the arc this is cos 0(cos2 0 -fc2)-4. Also the geometry of the triangle formed by theorigin, a point (p, 6) on the arc, and the point (&-1, 0) which is the centre of the arc, shows that cos 0 = (1 -&2)~*sin0 ; hence rp~xdp\dr = cot<p cot 6 ,and the right-hand side of (25) simplifies to sin2< j) tan2^c o t 2$6 cot26-1 + cosec20 cot(f> g^(g^J •
The left-hand side being given by (19), (25) now becomes
and (with y replaced by its value k tan 6o n the the arc 2pcos0 -k(l+p2) becomes dp/dn Ak taxi 0-(28) dp/ds (l-k2sec26)i The other boundary conditions are unaltered, except for the discontinuity condition (18) at the comer in the subsonic case. Putting £ = p cos 6, rj = p sin 6, the corner becomes the point £ = -(1 -(l-M\)t)IMv = 0, and the condition holding there " " -M l * )
i.e.
Solution of the potential problem
Now p is given as a harmonic function satisfying certain boundary conditions in a curvilinear triangle ABC with AB and BC circular arcs and a straight segment, and all its angles right angles. To solve this potential problem conformal transformation into a simpler domain is necessary. Now geometrical inversion of this curvilinear triangle with respect to B will produce a triangle A'B'C' with B' at infinity, A'B' and B'C' straight segments and A'C' a circular arc, and all its angles (which are unaltered by inversion) right angles. But if £ = p c ie, the transformation
* -(* + a 4 -c = f e F ) ) -(31) The diffraction of I
where B is the point £ = k + i k ' i i.e. k' = (1 -&2)*, performs this inve with reflexion, translation and rotation which do not affect the qualitative state ment. Further, when £ is on the arc 2p cos = k(l + p 2), (CO k'coaO-ks which is purely real and increases from 1 to oo as increases from 0 to tan-1 (k'/k) = cos-1 k.
Hence the triangle A ' B ' Cm ust consist of that part of the first quadrant whic outside the unit circle.
Equation (31) can be solved for 6 as tan# k\Z2-1)
hence in the Z-plane the boundary condition (27) becomes dpjdn \Ak'(Z2-1) Bk(Z2+l)\ dpjds l Z2+ l k\Z2-l)j,
The left-hand side is unaltered (since in conformal transformation the local deforma tion of plane elements is a pure dilatation) provided that dn is still an outward normal to the domain and that ds is in the positive tangential direction.
Lastly, with % = £(Z2 + Z~2), = 1)*, the 2x-domain corresponding to the.triangle A'B'C' is the upper half-plane. The shock, to which the part of the real axis with 1 corresponded, becomes the part of the real axis with zx> 1. The wall, to which the first quadrant of the circ corresponded, becomes the part of the real axis with -1 < < 1. The third boundary r = 1, or p -1, to which the part of the imaginary axis with $Z > 1 corresponded, becomes the part of the real axis with zx< -1. The shock boundary condition (34) becomes (with x + iyx) the condition that [*r dp/fyi dp/dxô n xx > 1, yx = 0. The wall boundary condition is that dpjdyx ----= Xq > -1.
The condition on the third boundary can be written dpldxx = 0 when xx < yx = 0. But in the supersonic case this must be supplemented with 
by (17), an equation which holds at the point in the zx-plane corresponding to £ = -Mxx + i(l -ilf f 2)*; but this point is found to have exactly the same algebraic expression as the x0 of (38), only in the supersonic case < -1. The solution is effected by the introduction of a function w(zx) = dpjdyx + i
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which is regular throughout the upper half-plane since p is harmonic. In terms of w, the discontinuity conditions (38) and (39) (41) is
where (zx -I)* has non-negative imaginary part in the upper half-plane. This func tion is regular throughout the domain, and even on the boundary for + 1; it is real and positive for xx < 1, yx = 0. The condition (41) will still be s plied by any function real for xx > 1 , (the branch positive for xx > 1, y = 0 ; it is pu secondly, -C3(zx-aj0)-1, where Ci s a constant to be determin and thirdly, 1 -D(zx -x0) , where D is to be determined by condition (20). The com bined expression w iz,
is the unique function satisfying all the boundary conditions and integrable at every point including infinity but excluding #0. Since by (46)
the condition determining D becomes
whence it is easily calculated using (43). The solution is now complete, and only bapk-transformation and computation are necessary for the deduction of physical results. These have been computed, and are set out in § § 6-8, for the following values of 1-36277,1-64751,2-06809,2-95200, oo. (The limit as M1 is discussed in § 9.) The corresponding shock pressure-ratios pfPo, Mach numbers behind the shock Mx and posit the radius of the circle of propagation) k are given in tab of values. which is finite and in no way more singular than (45). Thus the pressure and velocity fields reduced in scale (proportionately to the pressure and velocity behind the straight part of the shock) have a finite limiting shape and distribution as these are treated below on the same footing as those for the finite values of M considered.
At a point (k,y) of the shock, or in the plane (xx, 0), the shock curvature (taken positive when the shock is convex to the still air) is _ f" ( _ _ Bdp _ _ B(xl l )2 dp K ~^ ^ ~ dy ~ y dy ~ y dy dxx
{xx-xQ )(a,2 + xx -1) 1
by (47) and (45). k/S is graphed against yjk' (which runs from 0 to 1 on the curved part of the shock), for the four finite values of M listed above, in figure 1, where the limit as i f oo, which is k _ 2 Mx k\Mx +k)(fi+ y) B S n(Mxk + l )2 ( l-k 2)(xx-x 0)(^ + xx-i y is also shown. While (53) is zero at xx = oo th at this infinity is the limit of a very steep peak, which occurs just before = for M <oo. The infinity is only one of curvature, and leads to no great peculiarity of shape of the shocks themselves. I t is observed that, for the larger values of i f (or of pxlp0), k is negative for small y\ so th at the shock is concave to the still air near the wall, changing to convex farther out through a point of inflexion. This is due to the term in square brackets in (53) and (54); the point of inflexion is at xx -xQ + D~x, a transition occurs when D -y~2, hence by (51) and (49) when
whence, by (3), (9) and (15), M -2-53111 a n d p x = 7-30760p0. Hence it is for shock pressure-ratios >7-31 that a point of inflexion should appear in the diffracted shock. It will be observed that the maximum weakening at the wall for an entirely convex shock, which would be obtained by a function K(y) always non-negative but entirely concentrated near y -k' (and still satisfying the condition f ( ') = 1 Jo which is a check on each of the curves in figure 1 ), would be obtained by drawing the diffracted shock as a straight line normal to the wall: but that greater weakening is possible once a point of inflexion is allowed.
The shapes of the shocks, and of the regions behind them which are disturbed from uniform flow, for 8 = 0 -1 radian, are shown, together with th distributions, in the five cases considered, in figures 2 to 6, whose scales are chosen to make the distance between the corner and the shock the same in each; the thick fine represents the shock
The diffraction of blast. I (with a similar expression corresponding to (52) for oo), and while p could theoretically be integrated from (57) as an elementary function it is a simpler m atter in computation to use numerical integration. The integration is best carried out over equal intervals of the angle cos-1 xv a device which eliminates the singularities at xx -+ 1. When
Mx^l ,so th at -1 < #0 < 1, the known singularity xx = x0 must be subtracted before integration, and the integrated singular part added to the result.
The quantity chosen to be graphed against in figures 2 to 6 is the relative deficiency of pressure at the wall, divided by the angle 8 in radians, that is,
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Pi ~P% = M l£±( P \_ 1 8(Pi~Po) P i-P o l (58)
The qualitative results which appear could have been simply deduced from the form of (57): that in the subsonic case the deficiency rises from zero at the boundary of the disturbed region to a logarithmic infinity at the comer, then falls to a minimum and rises again to its final value at the shock : that in the sonic case 1) the deficiency falls from its algebraically infinite value (to which at the corner it has suddenly jumped from zero) to a minimum and then rises: that in the supersonic case it has a Prandtl-Meyer discontinuity at the corner from which, in -1 < it falls and then slightly rises again when pxlp0 < 7-31, but falls monotonically when PilPo > ?'31. The logarithmic infinity in the subsonic case corresponds to a rapid flow round the comer. In the sonic case the true P2)/(Pi-immediately behind the corner is probably equal to the Prandtl-Meyer value with sonic initial velocity, which is of order 5* for small 8, so that it is not surprising that the present theory gives lim ( P i~P2)I8(PiP o) -00 ftt this point. Quantitatively it is seen that the scale of even the relative pressure deficiency (P2~~Pi)l(Pi~Po) increases with the shock pressure-ratio All the pressure distributions given have been checked satisfactorily by calculating the pressure at the junction of wall and shock independently by the integration of yf"(y) as obtained in § 6, using equation (13).
N a t u r e -o f t h e t h ir d b o u n d a r y f o r c o n v e x a n d c o n c a v e c o r n e r s
From equation (45) it is possible to calculate dpldyx on -1, = 0; and, in Busemann's (p, 6) plane, the value of the pressure-derivative dpjdn, along the inward normal on that part of the boundary with 1, is deduced therefrom by multiplying by a factor | dzxjd^ [ which varies but remains positive. Thus, when 0, dp dn
which is negative when xx < x0, but is positive when x0<xx< -1 (provided also xx < a;0 + D_1; but actually x0 + D_1 ^ -1 for all M). But in the original plane (r, 6), (dpjdr)r^x is infinite, since it is obtained from (59) by multiplication by -\dpjdr\r=x = oo. The actual behaviour near = 1 is deduced from the asymptotic equality 1 -p~ [2(1 -r)]* as
This behaviour is probably not what really occurs but is a singularity which is the only w ay'that the linearized theory knows of describing some more complicated phenomenon, such as a shock or a rapid expansion. The same behaviour of the solution occurs in the cone-field theory of supersonic steady flow, referred to in § 3.
Experience in the latter field points to the tentative conclusion th a t the tru e pheno menon is a shock when dp/dn>0 and an expansion (rapid b u t not discontinuous) when dp/dn < 0.* In the latter case the boundary m ust be the circle exactly, since i m ust be a characteristic: b u t in the former the shock m ust be slightly further from the origin than the circle, in order that* its own motion shall be supersonic.
On this assumption, and taking 8 > 0, the whole circle the subsonic case: it is accordingly dotted in figures 2, 3 and 4. B u t in the supersonic case x0< -1, and the circle is an expansion for xx < xQ , i.e. for points to the right of the point of contact of the tangent from the comer; and this part, together w ith th e tangent representing a Prandtl-M eyer expansion, is shown dotted in figures 5 and 6 ; b u t the remainder of the circle, shown plain, has dpjdn > 0 and probably corresponds to a weak shock.
B ut when 8 < 0, so th a t the comer is concave to th e flow, the sign of changed throughout and the whole circle corresponds to a shock in the subsonic case, which in the supersonic case is replaced by p art of the circle plus the tangent from the corner. The shock should be drawn slightly aw ay from the circle, except where it joins the main shock (x = Jc,x1 -oo), when by (59) dp/dn = 0. of the straight oblique shock in the supersonic case is known from steady flow theory.) The shock p attern is sketched in two cases = 3 and 10) in figure 7 . The ty p e of three shock intersection th a t occurs is similar to the well-known experim ental phenomenon of 'Mach reflexion'. 
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Limiting solution as
M -+ 1: connexion with th
As M->1 the origin of ( x, y) co-ordinates approaches the comer, becomes the centre of the circle of disturbance, to which the undisturbed portion o f the shock is a tangent. In the acoustic theory of diffraction round a comer (Sommerfeld 1901; Friedlander 1946) , w ith 8 not small, the diffracted wave front is similarly a circular arc w ith the comer as centre and the undisturbed wave front as tangent. In this section the wall pressure distribution, given by the present theory (which has treated the limit of the problem as £-> 0) when 1, is compared w ith th a t given by the acoustic theory (which lets 1 a t the start) when £ -> 0 . The in version of this double lim it is found to be valid, b u t not uniformly so near th e wall-shock junction.
Let M = 1 + e: then from (9) 1 -k ea s e -> 0. By (56), for
* The author will shortly publish a proof that this is so in supersonic steady flow. 
The reasoning is not uniformly correct near = 1, since (61) fails here. The value of p at the wall-shock junction (deduced from (57) 
(But this does not mean an infinite pressure as e-> 0 since the actual pressure differs from px by axqxpxp ~ jep0p).
On the acoustic theory there is no discontinuity at the refracted part of the shock (Sommerfeld 1901). Probably this is because in fact the discontinuity is o(e) as e-> 0. Thus, in the notation of the present paper, while 0 for r -1, 0 < 0 < 77-, the equa tion holding for -8< 6 < 0 is " P0-P 1 _ 1,
<*i<hPi where equation (1) has been used. Now p satisfies (16) as before, and hence also (22). The £-plane is a sector of angle n + 8. The transformations (£ eni6yl(n+8) = ^ ^ + = ^ transform it into the upper half z2-plane; in which the boundary conditions are dp/dy2 = 0 for y 2 = 0, | x2 | > 1; p = 0 for for y2 = 0, -1 < x2 < -cos [7r2/( n + 8)]. The solution with p bounded is given by dp . dp _ -n~x si dy2 + t dx2~ (z2 + cos [7r2/(7r + 
as in (62). But the p given by (66) is continuous except a t z2 = -cos th at its value at the wall-shock junction is -1, in conflict with the other non-uniform double limit (63) .
If the true value were -1 -(4^/2/3^) 8e_i the limit as first 8 and then e-*-0 would be -1, and the asymptotic form as first e and then £-»0 would be (63). But there may be other important terms in (p)x=i for small 8 and e, wh The function, deduced from (62) 
therefore indicates the wall pressure-distribution (for 8 small and -1 = e small) correctly, except that the infinite limit as x-> 1 conc containing terms 0(^-1) + 0 (e _i). No attem pt has been made, however, to correct the value of (70) near x = 1 in figure 8 , which is the counterpart of fig M-> 1, and is drawn on the same scale. A formal conclusion to this paper is omitted, since deductions not already drawn and presented in figures 1 to 8 are postponed to later parts.
